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Worldview 2002-07-16
conceiving of christianity as a worldview has been
one of the most significant events in the church
in the last 150 years in this new book david
naugle provides the best discussion yet of the
history and contemporary use of worldview as a
totalizing approach to faith and life this
informative volume first locates the origin of
worldview in the writings of immanuel kant and
surveys the rapid proliferation of its use
throughout the english speaking world naugle then
provides the first study ever undertaken of the
insights of major western philosophers on the
subject of worldview and offers an original
examination of the role this concept has played in
the natural and social sciences finally naugle
gives the concept biblical and theological
grounding exploring the unique ways that worldview
has been used in the evangelical orthodox and
catholic traditions this clear presentation of the
concept of worldview will be valuable to a wide
range of readers

Contours of a World View 1985
what does it mean to think and live christianly in
a world of competing worldviews christian contours
answers this question by inviting readers to
consider the understanding of reality proposed by
the bible though it is easy to divide life into
separate compartments religious and secular
theological and practical faith invites us to view
all of life in the light of that biblical
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understanding presenting a clear compelling case
for unity in essential christian tenets the
authors of christian contours guide the reader
through developing internalizing and articulating
a biblical worldview this robust worldview enables
the christian to be a critically thinking
participant in culture and to be a faithful
disciple of christ with both heart and mind

Christian Contours 2012-01-12
leading edge empirical observations are
increasingly difficult to reconcile with
scientific materialism laboratory results in
quantum mechanics for instance strongly indicate
that there is no autonomous world of tables and
chairs out there coupled with the inability of
materialist neuroscience to explain consciousness
this is forcing both science and philosophy to
contemplate alternative worldviews analytic
idealism the notion that reality while equally
amenable to scientific inquiry is fundamentally
mental is a leading contender to replace
scientific materialism in this book the broad body
of empirical evidence and reasoning in favor of
analytic idealism is reviewed in an accessible
manner the book brings together a number of highly
influential essays previously published by major
media outlets such as scientific american and the
institute of art and ideas the essays have been
revised and improved while two
neverbeforepublished essays have been added the
resulting argument anticipates a historically
imminent transition to a scientific worldview that
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while elegantly accommodating all known empirical
evidence and predictive models regards mind not
matter as the ground of all reality

Science Ideated 2021-08-27
abraham kuyper was by any standard one of the most
extraordinary figures in modern christian history
he was a dutch reformed minister a gifted
theologian a prolific journalist the leader of a
political party the cofounder of the free
university of amsterdam where he was professor of
theology a member of the dutch parliament and
eventually prime minister of the netherlands
kuyper s remarkable legacy lives on today in the
tradition of dutch calvinism that he developed as
his writings become more widely available this
tradition continues to find new adherents
attracted by his comprehensive vision of christian
faith but what defines the kuyperian tradition
renowned south african theologian and philosopher
craig bartholomew has written the first systematic
introduction to this tradition drawing on kuyper s
entire corpus bartholomew has identified the key
themes and ideas that define this tradition
including worldview sphere sovereignty creation
and redemption the public square and mission he
also goes beyond kuyper to show how later thinkers
developed these ideas they include among others
herman bavinck j h bavinck gerrit c berkouwer and
herman dooyeweerd widely known but little read
kuyper is now receiving the global recognition
that his fertile and influential thought deserves
contours of the kuyperian tradition is an
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indispensable guide to one of the most significant
schools of thought in the modern age

Contours of the Kuyperian
Tradition 2017-03-21
this book an edited compilation of twenty nine
essays focuses on the difference s that a
christian worldview makes for the disciplines or
subject areas normally taught in liberal arts
colleges and universities three initial chapters
of introductory material are followed by twenty
six essays each dealing with the essential
elements or issues in the academic discipline
involved these individual essays on each
discipline are a unique element of this book these
essays also treat some of the specific differences
in perspective or procedure that a biblically
informed christian perspective brings to each
discipline christian worldview and the academic
disciplines is intended principally as an
introductory textbook in christian worldview
courses for christian college or university
students this volume will also be of interest to
christian students in secular post secondary
institutions who may be encountering challenges to
their faith both implicit and explicit from peers
or professors who assume that holding a strong
christian faith and pursuing a rigorous college or
university education are essentially incompatible
this book should also be helpful for college and
university professors who embrace the christian
faith but whose post secondary academic background
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because of its secular orientation has left them
inadequately prepared to intelligently apply the
implications of their faith to their particular
academic specialty such specialists be they
professors or upper level graduate students will
find the extensive bibliographies of recent
scholarship at the end of the individual chapters
particularly helpful

Christian Worldview and the
Academic Disciplines 2009-04-15
what is education how and why do educators do what
we do and in what way can and ought education be
distinctively christian these are a few of the
probing questions for which this book seeks
answers among other contributions currivean s book
explores a biblical philosophy of christian
education with unprecedented breadth and depth to
accomplish this objective it considers what
education is chapter 1 what philosophy of
education is chapter 2 and what the ultimate goal
of education is chapter 3 additionally this book
provides a never before christian overview of
twelve philosophies of education chapters 4 15
each of those chapters provides an introduction of
a particular philosophy of education and some of
that philosophy s exemplars each of those chapters
also contributes a constructive christian critique
chapter 16 highlights a biblical philosophy of
christian education featuring some people some
principles and some priorities for a biblical
philosophy of christian education viz pursuing
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excellence for the glory of god

Pursuing Excellence for the Glory
of God 2022-01-13
helping readers create a consistently christian
worldview william hasker addresses key questions
of metaphysics and discusses possible answers in
the contours of christian philosophy series

Metaphysics 1983-08-16
this study attempts to trace eugene o neill s
theatrical contour from its origin to its end by
discussing each of his works in the approximate
chronological order of composition the book is
thus a form of biography although it pays no heed
to those events of o neill s life that did not
have direct bearing on his professional career by
virtue of o neill s central position in the drama
of the modern world this study also has become
within the limits its subject sets for it a form
of theatrical history an appendix contains a
complete factual record of important productions
of o neill s plays isbn 0 19 504548 3 pbk 12 95

Contour in Time 1988
this book traces the little known history of an
alternative school system erected in canada by
post wwii dutch neo calvinist immigrants in less
than four decades this community established a
kindergarten to university education system that
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extended from ottawa ontario to victoria bc this
remarkable tradition of education imagines the
school as a dissident and transformational social
institution while this book offers the narrative
of faith based tradition of education the author
makes a strong case that educators from diverse
ideological backgrounds can learn important
lessons from it about the implementation of an
alternative educational vision teacher led
curriculum reform and a self formative pedagogy to
supplement this narrative the author also provides
a separate set of theoretical discussions on key
issues in school reform as well as his memoir as
an educator and curriculum designer within this
tradition

Metaphysics 1983
predictions about where different species are
where they are not and how they move across a
landscape or respond to human activities if timber
is harvested for instance or stream flow altered
are important aspects of the work of wildlife
biologists land managers and the agencies and
policymakers that govern natural resources despite
the increased use and importance of model
predictions these predictions are seldom tested
and have unknown levels of accuracy predicting
species occurrences addresses those concerns
highlighting for managers and researchers the
strengths and weaknesses of current approaches as
well as the magnitude of the research required to
improve or test predictions of currently used
models the book is an outgrowth of an
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international symposium held in october 1999 that
brought together scientists and researchers at the
forefront of efforts to process information about
species at different spatial and temporal scales
it is a comprehensive reference that offers an
exhaustive treatment of the subject with 65
chapters by leading experts from around the world
that review the history of the theory and practice
of modeling and present a standard terminology
examine temporal and spatial scales in terms of
their influence on patterns and processes of
species distribution offer detailed discussions of
state of the art modeling tools and descriptions
of methods for assessing model accuracy discuss
how to predict species presence and abundance
present examples of how spatially explicit data on
demographics can provide important information for
managers an introductory chapter by michael a
huston examines the ecological context in which
predictions of species occurrences are made and a
concluding chapter by john a wiens offers an
insightful review and synthesis of the topics
examined along with guidance for future directions
and cautions regarding misuse of models other
contributors include michael p austin barry r noon
alan h fielding michael goodchild brian a maurer
john t rotenberry paul angermeier pierre r vernier
and more than a hundred others predicting species
occurrences offers important new information about
many of the topics raised in the seminal volume
wildlife 2000 university of wisconsin press 1986
and will be the standard reference on this subject
for years to come its state of the art assessment
will play a key role in guiding the continued
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development and application of tools for making
accurate predictions and is an indispensable
volume for anyone engaged in species management or
conservation

Education for Hope 1993
glen scorgie s pioneer study of orr as a
theologian is a work long overdue scorgie s
fascinating narrative makes plain the real
distinction of orr s mind the present day
resurgence of the convictions that orr championed
suggests that in calling for continuity and
combating theological novelty orr had found the
way of wisdom this book rehabilitates the doughty
glasgow professor as a thinker still to be
reckoned with by those who care for christian
truth j i packer regent college

Constructing National Interests
2002-02
abraham kuyper 1837 1920 dominated the religious
and political life of the netherlands for nearly
half a century and his ideas continue to inspire
an international school of thought this book by
peter heslam discusses kuyper s ideas in their
context by providing a historical commentary on
the book in which they receive their most
significant expression lectures on calvinism a
series of six lectures that kuyper delivered at
princeton theological seminary in 1898
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Predicting Species Occurrences
2004
this book is an accessible exploration of the big
building blocks of the christian faith
differentiating between the important contours of
a christian worldview and secondary concerns
imposed by culture and tradition skilfully
bringing together biblically informed theology and
the everyday world brian harris unpacks themes of
grace creation and christian hope in an engaging
conversational manner the result is a book that
empowers us to live out our faith wherever we are
stephen garner laidlaw college auckland new
zealand

A Call for Continuity 1998
a comprehensive and useful discussion of christian
ethics applied to a variety of difficult and
timely issues is no simple task but reichenbach
and anderson have risen to it they have provided a
book that is a great starting place for further
consideration of topics such as the environment
assisted reproduction abortion surrogacy the human
genome the pursuit of knowledge the brain mind
issue and human sexuality their treatment of these
issues is integrated by the adoption of a
biblically based paradigm from genesis filling
ruling over and caring for this is a book packed
with information suggestions and challenges
richard bube stanford university an important book
for the christian community the authors have
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rescued creation from the polemical battlefield it
has become for too many christians and have
applied god s creation ordinances to some of the
pressing practical issues of our time their
approach is wide ranging and novel getting us away
from the tired debates about conservatives and
liberals on behalf of god may provide the fresh
look at ethics that is badly missing in entrenched
christian circles i believe we may look back ten
years from now and see this book as a watershed
for christian witness in the real world r j berry
university college london

Creating a Christian Worldview
2015-03-25
winner of the christianity today book of the year
award 1995 the scandal of the evangelical mind is
that there is not much of an evangelical mind so
begins this award winning intellectual history and
critique of the evangelical movement by one of
evangelicalism s most respected historians
unsparing in his indictment mark noll asks why the
largest single group of religious americans who
enjoy increasing wealth status and political
influence have contributed so little to rigorous
intellectual scholarship while nourishing
believers in the simple truths of the gospel why
have so many evangelicals failed to sustain a
serious intellectual life and abandoned the
universities the arts and other realms of high
culture over twenty five years since its original
publication the scandal of the evangelical mind
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has turned out to be prescient and perennially
relevant in a new preface noll lays out his
ongoing personal frustrations with this situation
and in a new afterword he assesses the state of
the scandal showing how white evangelicals embrace
of trumpism their deepening distrust of science
and their frequent forays into conspiratorial
thinking have coexisted with surprisingly robust
scholarship from many with strong evangelical
connections

The Big Picture 1995
how god reveals himself is an important matter for
christians especially evangelicals for too long
carisa ash contends evangelicals have rightly
affirmed that god reveals through the created
world but then they functionally neglect such
revelation in this monograph ash offers a
corrective to this practice by presenting a
theology of revelation that explores the
commonalities between various forms of revelation
world written and spoken word and incarnate word
particularly aimed at theologians interested in
theological method ash s study will also benefit
people interested in faith and learning or
interdisciplinary integration ash argues that
evangelicals must strive to align more closely
their affirmations and their practice her critique
of current practices in theological method and
integration along with the proposed theology of
revelation are designed to help move the
conversation forward
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On Behalf of God 2022-03-15
throughout philosophical history there has been a
recurring argument to the effect that determinism
naturalism or both are self referentially
incoherent by accepting determinism or naturalism
one allegedly acquires a reason to reject
determinism or naturalism the epistemological
skyhook brings together for the first time the
principal expressions of this argument focusing
primarily on the last 150 years this book
addresses the versions of this argument as
presented by arthur lovejoy a e taylor kurt gödel
c s lewis norman malcolm karl popper j r lucas
william hasker thomas nagel alvin plantinga and
others along with the objections presented by
their many detractors it concludes by presenting a
new version of the argument that synthesizes the
best aspects of the others while also rendering
the argument immune to some of the most
significant objections made to it

The Scandal of the Evangelical
Mind 2015-07-14
in response to increasing information demands on
its digital cartographic data the u s geological
survey has designed an enhanced version of the
digital line graph termed digital line graph
enhanced dlg e in the dlg e model the phenomena
represented by geographic and cartographic data
are termed entities entities represent individual
phenomena in the real world
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A Critical Examination of the
Doctrine of Revelation in
Evangelical Theology 2016-05-20
what did medieval authors know about their world
were they parochial and focused on just their
monastery town or kingdom or were they aware of
the broader medieval europe that modern historians
write about this collection brings the focus back
to medieval authors to see how they described
their world while we see that each author
certainly had their own biases the vast majority
of them did not view the world as constrained to
their small piece of it instead they talked about
the wider world and often they had informants or
textual sources that informed them about the world
even if they did not visit it themselves this
volume shows that they also used similar ideas to
create space and identity whether talking about
the desert the holy land or food practices in
their texts by examining medieval authors and
their own perceptions of their world this
collection offers a framework for discussions of
medieval europe in the twenty first century

The Epistemological Skyhook 1990
this book takes a close look at the culture of one
of the lowland filipino groups with a view toward
developing contextual theology that is biblically
accurate missiologically sound and culturally
relevant throughout the filipino lowlands johnson
delves deep seeking to understand the religious
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worldview assumptions that underpin and drive the
various religious practices and the people who are
involved in them here are some of the issues
covered all saints day and the dead returning to
their gravesitesdemon possessiontown
fiestassickness and healinghow people have been
transformed by the power of god within theirown
cultural setting both in the past and presentand
much more

An Enhanced Digital Line Graph
Design 2022-03-03
this volume brings together an international group
of distinguished scholars to provide a fresh
assessment of china s strategic military
capabilities doctrines and its political
perceptions in light of rapidly advancing
technologies an expanding and modernizing nuclear
arsenal and increased great power competition with
the united states

Authorship, Worldview, and
Identity in Medieval Europe
2013-01-12
how do geographers worldviews interact with the
discipline of geography in geography and worldview
the editors begin by mapping two approaches to
studying the intersection of science and religious
belief an approach that asks what consequences
scientists basic beliefs have on scientific
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research and one that extrapolates implications of
their research essays using both approaches appear
in this volume creating a well balanced collection
with a variety of perspectives from established
scholars in geography

Theology in Context 2021-04-01
what is ultimately real what is god like do human
beings have minds and souls or only brains in
bodies are humans free agents or are all human
acts determined by prior circumstances through
insightful analysis and careful evaluation william
hasker helps readers answer these questions and
thereby construct a world view to make sense of
the universe and the people in it

China's Strategic Arsenal 1998
two decades ago a groundbreaking book called the
frog in the kettle changed what we believe about
the evangelical church and its influence in
america subsequent books by george barna have
become must reading for church leaders and
concerned christians everywhere now barna takes a
fresh look at the church where we stand and where
we are headed at the dawn of the new millennium
with revealing statistics from cutting edge
research that illustrate the changing beliefs and
attitudes in our society today this book clearly
shows the church is at a crucial juncture in
history a time of rapid change in which we must
begin to anticipate the world s needs in order to
meet them
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Geography and Worldview
2016-10-19
carter phipps brilliantly expands our
understanding of evolution by showing us that a
new science is emerging one that will holistically
integrate our understanding of consciousness
cosmology and evolution deepak chopra blending
cutting edge ideas with incisive spiritual
insights evolutionaries is the first popular
presentation of an emerging school of thought
called evolutionary spirituality carter phipps the
former executive editor of enlightennext magazine
asserts that evolution is not only a scientific
but also a spiritual idea in a book whose message
has the power to bring new meaning and purpose to
life as we know it readers will be fascinated and
enlightened by evolutionaries a book which deepak
chopra the world renowned author of the seven
spiritual laws of superheroes jesus and buddha
says is going to help create a worldview that will
influence our vision of the future direction of
evolution and also our role in consciously
participating in it

Metaphysics 2003-11-26
this book explores how early christian
intellectuals expressed their understanding of the
cosmos it reviews the role of women documentation
of the vitality and influence of jewish
intellectual thought and the continuing impact of
greek intellectual thought during christianity s
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formative years

Boiling Point 2012-06-26
can real change happen in the human soul is it
possible to have truly healthy relationships is
psychology something that can help us see reality
as god sees it john h coe and todd w hall tackle
these and other provocative questions in this next
volume of the christian worldview integration
series which offers an introduction to a new
approa

Evolutionaries 2019-04-11
process thought is an important component of
contemporary philosophy alfred north whitehead s
organic philosophy has a special place in the
landscape of process thinking being detailed
precise and well thought and at the same time
extremely visionary and far reaching the global
community of process thinkers includes physicists
biologists doctors political scientists educators
activists philosophers theologians and other
people devoted to rethinking their disciplines in
the light of process philosophy this volume
presents the cutting edge in the creation of a
process worldview leading scholars from all over
the world gathered to discuss how process thinking
can inspire us to rethink our lives precise
philosophical language and a unifying vision are
applied to core issues such as politics society
education and religion the book represents a bold
move from academic philosophy into the realm of
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actual human lives

Birth Of A Worldview 2011-01-26
during the last two decades there has been a
renaissance in the field of christian philosophy
unfortunately most of this excellent work has not
reached general readers reason for the hope within
was produced specifically to make available the
best of contemporary christian philosophy in a
clear accessible and highly relevant manner
fourteen of america s rising christian
philosophers here cover many of the traditional
themes of christian apologetics arguments for the
existence of god the problem of evil the
possibility of miracles as well as topics of
special relevance to today s world eastern
religions christianity and science christianity
and ethics the existence of heaven and hell

Psychology in the Spirit
2017-01-06
some of humankind s greatest tools have been
forged in the research laboratory who could argue
that medical advances like antibiotics blood
transfusions and pacemakers have not improved the
quality of people s lives but with each new
technological breakthrough there comes an array of
consequences at once predicted and unpredictable
beneficial and hazardous outcry over recent
developments in the reproductive and genetic
sciences has revealed deep fissures in society s
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perception of biotechnical progress many are
concerned that reckless technological development
driven by consumerist impulses and greedy
entrepreneurialism has the potential to radically
shift the human condition and not for the greater
good biotechnology and the human good builds a
case for a stewardship deeply rooted in judeo
christian theism to responsibly interpret and
assess new technologies in a way that answers this
concern the authors jointly recognize humans not
as autonomous beings but as ones accountable to
each other to the world they live in and to god
they argue that to question and critique how
fields like cybernetics nanotechnology and
genetics might affect our future is not anti
science anti industry or anti progress but rather
a way to promote human flourishing common sense
and good stewardship a synthetic work drawing on
the thought of a physician ethicists and a
theologian biotechnology and the human good
reminds us that although technology is a powerful
and often awe inspiring tool it is what lies in
the heart and soul of who wields this tool that
truly makes the difference in our world

Recent Advances in the Creation
of a Process-Based Worldview 1999
this is an impressive work and will provide the
advanced reader with a rich source of theory and
evidence there is a huge amount to be got from the
book and i suspect it will become a key work j
gavin bremner department of psychology lancaster
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university the handbook of developmental
psychology is a comprehensive authoritative yet
frontier pushing overview of the study of human
development presented in a single volume format it
is ideal for experienced individuals wishing for
an up to date survey of the central themes
prevalent to developmental psychology both past
and present and for those seeking a reference work
to help appreciate the subject for the first time
the insightful contributions from world leading
developmental psychologists successfully and
usefully integrate different perspectives to
studying the subject following a systematic life
span structure from pre natal development through
to old age in human beings the handbook then
concludes with a substantive section on the
methodological approaches to the study of
development focusing on both qualitative and
quantitative techniques this unique reference work
will be hugely influential for anyone needing or
wishing for a broad yet enriched understanding of
this fascinating subject it will be a particularly
invaluable resource for academics and researchers
in the fields of developmental psychology
education parenting cultural and biological
psychology and anthropology

Reason for the Hope Within 1985
in this volume questions are addressed revolving
around religious literacy and education the term
religious literacy is explored as the ability to
discern and analyze intersections of religion with
social political and cultural life in pluralistic
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societies questions about what types of religious
literacies are possible in a non confessional and
even secular educational context are in focus it
delves into the intricate relationship between
religious literacy religious education in the
nordic countries and the development of subject
knowledge and generic abilities the nordic
countries as modern secular welfare states with
shared characteristics provide an intriguing
framework for comparison the exploration of
variations in the organization content and goals
of religious education in finland denmark norway
and sweden sheds light on the process of shaping
educational content within specific historical and
societal contexts and the anthology broadens its
scope by incorporating global perspectives from
the indian italian and indonesian contexts the
volume features contributions from 18 researchers
who explore empirical methodological and
theoretical aspects of religious literacy and
education the concept of religious literacy
encompassing both knowledge and generic skills
proves to be indispensable for navigating the
diverse religious and non religious worldviews
present in pluralistic societies tailored for
students educators education researchers and
policymakers this anthology contributes to the
ongoing discourse on religious literacy it not
only provides valuable insights into the nordic
educational landscape but also fosters a global
dialogue on the crucial role of education in
understanding diverse worldviews
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Andrews University Seminary
Studies 2007-04-23
as christians we are to love god with all of our
being heart mind soul and strength but many of us
tend to overemphasize one aspect or another and as
a result our faith becomes imbalanced some of us
have an intellectual faith but lack compassion or
spiritual discipline others of us have a vibrant
heartfelt relationship with god but lac

Biotechnology and the Human Good
2024
brings together a series of essays by a group of
highly regarded philosophers on the role of god
and spirituality in their lives and in their
philosophies

Valsiner: Handbook of
Developmental (c) Psychology
2010-09
a fresh account of the us presidential rhetoric
embodied in cold war international travel crowds
swarm when us presidents travel abroad though many
never hear their voices the presidential body
moving from one secured location to another
communicates as much or more to these audiences
than the texts of their speeches in the world is
our stage allison m prasch considers how
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presidential appearances overseas broadcast
american superiority during the cold war drawing
on extensive archival research prasch examines
five foundational moments in the development of
what she calls the global rhetorical presidency
truman at potsdam eisenhower s goodwill tours
kennedy in west berlin nixon in the people s
republic of china and reagan in normandy in each
case prasch reveals how the president s physical
presence defined the boundaries of the free world
and elevated the united states as the central
actor in cold war geopolitics

Religious Literacy in Secular
Religious Education 1994

Head, Heart and Hands 1977

God and the Philosophers
2023-02-08

Worldview

The World Is Our Stage
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